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ABSTRACT: High ice water content (HIWC) regions above tropical mesoscale convective systems are investigated using
data from the second collaboration of the High Altitude Ice Crystals and High Ice Water Content projects (HAIC-HIWC)
based in Cayenne, French Guiana, in 2015. Observations from in situ cloud probes on the French Falcon 20 determine the
microphysical and thermodynamic properties of such regions. Data from a 2D stereo probe and precipitation imaging probe
show how statistical distributions of ice crystal mass median diameter (MMD), ice water content (IWC), and total number
concentration (Nt) for particles with maximum dimension (Dmax) . 55 mm vary with environmental conditions, temperature
(T), and convective properties such as vertical velocity (w), MCS age, distance away from convective peak (L), and surface
characteristics. IWC is significantly correlated with w, whereas MMD decreases and Nt increases with decreasing T consistent with aggregation, sedimentation, and vapor deposition processes at lower altitudes. MMD typically increases with
IWC when IWC , 0.5 g m23, but decreases with IWC when IWC . 0.5 g m23 for 2158 # T # 258C. Trends also depend on
environmental conditions, such as the presence of convective updrafts that are the ice crystal source, MMD being larger in
older MCSs consistent with aggregation and less injection of small crystals into anvils, and IWCs decrease with increasing L
at lower T. The relationship between IWC and MMD depends on environmental conditions, with correlations decreasing
with decreasing T. The strength of correlation between IWC and Nt increases as T decreases.
KEYWORDS: Tropics; Cloud microphysics; Convective storms; Ice crystals; Ice particles

1. Introduction
Clouds affect the dynamics and thermodynamics of the
troposphere and are a key component in the energy balance
and water cycle of Earth. The spatial and temporal distribution
of clouds is inhomogeneous, making their representation one
of the largest sources of uncertainty in climate models (e.g.,
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2013; Chen et al.
2018). Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs), commonly defined as organized clusters of cumulonimbus clouds with contiguous precipitation regions over 100 km on a horizontal scale
in at least one direction (Houze 2014; Houze et al. 2019;
Markowski and Richardson 2010), are one of the most important types of convective systems on Earth.
Ice crystals found in cirrus and MCSs make important contributions to the radiative budget of Earth. The number distribution function [N(D)] is one of the important functions to
describe microphysical properties of an ensemble of ice particles; N(D) is also referred to as particle size distribution (PSD)
and it allows assessment of total number concentration Nt, ice
water content (IWC), mass-weighted terminal velocity ym,
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effective radius Re, and single scattering properties such as
extinction b, many of which are prognosed or diagnosed in
general circulation models (GCMs). Knowledge of ice crystal
particle properties aids in the understanding of cloud microphysical processes and in the development of parameterizations of microphysical processes in GCMs (e.g., Stephens 2005;
Jakob and Klein 1999; Sanderson et al. 2008; Jackson et al.
2015). For example, ice crystal fall speed, which is a function of
crystal size assumed in ice cloud parameterizations, has a big
effect on modeled cloud cover, life cycle, and radiative
forcing (Sanderson et al. 2008). Mitchell et al. (2008) found
that the GCMs predict a 12% increase in cloud ice amount
and a 5.5% increase in cirrus cloud coverage globally when
small ice crystals concentrations are increased due to the
impact on ice sedimentation rates. Simulations from Boudala
et al. (2007) including contributions of crystals with mean
effective size less than 150 mm had a net radiative forcing
of 2.4 W m22 greater than that of a control case where such
contributions were excluded. McFarquhar and Black (2004) and
others show knowledge of the size distribution is critical
in determining the representation of sedimentation. In
addition, knowledge of ice crystal sizes influences vertical profiles of radiative heating that affects the evolution of cloud systems and estimates of cloud radiative forcing
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(e.g., McFarquhar et al. 2000, 2003; Heymsfield and McFarquhar
2002). Trends in how ice crystal properties vary with environmental conditions also give some indications of the microphysical processes that affect their evolution. Thus, knowledge
about the controls of ice crystal properties articles can provide
both process-oriented understanding of microphysical processes and improved parameterization of such processes for
numerical models.
Aircraft measurements of the microphysical properties of
tropical anvils generated by convection have been obtained
in previous observational campaigns, including the Central
Equatorial Pacific Experiment (CEPEX; McFarquhar and
Heymsfield 1996), the Texas and Florida Underflights
(TEFLUN-A and -B; Gage et al. 1999), the Brazil Large Scale
Biosphere–Atmosphere Experiment (LBA; Formenti et al.
2001), the Kwajalein, Marshall Islands Kwajalein Experiment
(KWAJEX; Heymsfield et al. 2002; Sobel et al. 2004), the
Convection And Moisture Experiment (CAMEX-4; Kakar
et al. 2006), the Tropical Cloud Systems and Processes experiment (TCSP; Halverson et al. 2007), the Tropical Warm Pool
International Cloud Experiment campaign (TWP-ICE; May
et al. 2008), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis (NAMMA;
e.g., Heymsfield et al. 2009; Cifelli et al. 2010; Lawson et al.
2010; Bouniol et al. 2010; Mascio et al. 2020), and the Tropical
Composition, Cloud, and Climate Coupling (TC4; e.g., Jensen
et al. 2009; Toon et al. 2010;Lawson et al. 2010). Although prior
studies have provided a wealth of cloud probe data for process
understanding and parameterization development, only on
rare occasions have IWCs larger than 1.5 g m23 been measured, which is used here to designate high-IWC (hereafter
HIWC) regions. No distinction is made about the size of particles when defining HIWC regions. Although some previous
studies used a threshold of 1.0 g m23 to define HIWC regions
(e.g., McFarquhar and Heymsfield 1996; Lawson et al. 1998),
HIWC conditions are defined here using a threshold of
1.5 g m23 following the convention used for the HAIC-HIWC
experiments (Leroy et al. 2016a, 2017; Strapp et al. 2020, 2021).
Typically, measurements of high IWCs are hard to obtain because they are believed to occur close to convective cores
where flying can be limited due safety reasons. Further, even
when measurements have been made in HIWC regions, the
measurements are highly uncertain because probes that measure bulk IWC tend to become saturated at high IWC (Davison
et al. 2016; Strapp et al. 2016a) and estimates of IWC based on
measured PSDs are highly uncertain without bulk measurements of IWC (e.g., McFarquhar et al. 2007a; Heymsfield et al.
2004; Lawson et al. 2010; Fontaine et al. 2014).
To overcome these difficulties, an international multiagency
collaboration called the High Altitude Ice Crystals (Dezitter
et al. 2013) and High Ice Water Content (Strapp et al. 2016b)
projects (HAIC-HIWC) organized multiple field campaigns to
make microphysical measurements of HIWC conditions to
investigate processes responsible for their occurrence. The
particular focus of these experiments was to investigate regions
with HIWC that were mainly composed of small crystals (area
equivalent diameters , 300 mm) that had equivalent radar
reflectivity values less than 30 dBZ and often lower than
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20 dBZ for pilot X-band radar data (e.g., Lawson et al. 1998;
Mason et al. 2006; Bravin et al. 2015; Fridlind et al. 2015; Wolde
et al. 2016; Leroy et al. 2017). The effort consisted of three
focused field campaigns in February 2014 (HAIC-HIWC:
Darwin, Australia; Leroy et al. 2017), May 2015 (HAICHIWC: Cayenne, French Guiana; Dezitter et al. 2013; Strapp
et al. 2016b), and August 2015 (HAIC-RADAR: Florida; Yost
et al. 2018; Ratvasky et al. 2019). An overview of the total
water content (TWC) and PSD microphysical results from
these three campaigns, as applied to aviation regulatory issues,
has been provided by Strapp et al. (2020). The data considerably extend those previously collected in cirrus outflows of
tropical convection because of the focus on HIWC conditions
and because a new bulk probe, the isokinetic evaporator probe
(IKP2), was used to make more accurate measures of bulk
mass in HIWC conditions.
Previous analysis of data collected during the Darwin campaign has shown that some HIWC (defined as IWC . 1.5 g m23
irrespective of the sizes of particles) regions are indeed characterized by numerous small ice crystals. In particular, Leroy
et al. (2017) found that in most cases ice crystals with area
equivalent diameters (Da) between 250 and 500 mm dominated
the mass in the HIWC regions, similar to the findings of
Fridlind et al. (2015) who used Airbus data to show HIWC
regions had median Da of 200–300 mm. However, in two other
HAIC-HIWC cases the HIWC regions were dominated by ice
crystals with Da between 400 and 800 mm and up to 2 mm. Yost
et al. (2018) used HAIC-HIWC data from all three campaigns,
combined with geostationary satellite imager data, to develop
a better climatology of HIWC conditions, showing the probability of HIWC occurrence depends on the proximity to an
overshooting convective cloud top, the infrared brightness
temperature at the tropopause and the daytime cloud optical depth.
Although these studies have provided a foundation on
where HIWC regions occur, they are still not sufficient to explain the variability of ice properties. For example, strong
vertical motions may transport ice crystal particles and tend to
sort particles by size (Leroy et al. 2016a), different physical
processes for different regions in MCS lead to different rain
intensity at the surface and different radiative properties
(Houze 2004), and Bouniol et al. (2016) found the amounts of
hydrometeors that are lifted to high altitudes vary with MCS
life cycle and vary for MCSs over three kinds of underlying
surface characteristics (defined as whether the surface was
land, ocean, or coastline). Thus, examining the dependence of
cloud properties on environmental conditions yields information about physical processes that are related to the production and distribution of ice crystal particles. Thus, the effect of
these environmental conditions and properties of MCS (e.g.,
vertical motions, underlying surface characteristics defined as
whether the surface was land, ocean or coastline, age of convective system, and different regions in a convective system)
are examined to see how they affect the properties of ice
crystals and the frequency of occurrence of HIWC conditions
dominated by small ice crystals.
Therefore this paper uses data obtained during the second
HAIC-HIWC campaign conducted from 9 to 29 May 2015 out
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TABLE 1. Overview of the 17 flights through 14 MCSs during the HAIC-HIWC Cayenne campaign. Peak IWC values derived from
IKP2 measurements at 5-s resolution. A double bar indicates there are no data at this temperature level.
Max IWCs at different flight
levels (g m23)

Time and date

Flight number
(time and date)

2158 to
258C

2358 to
2258C

2508 to
2408C

Underlying
surface

Initial
time

Dissipation
time

Lifetime (h)

F10 (1903–2121 UTC 10 May)
F11 (2020–2226 UTC 12 May)
F12 (1417–1715 UTC 14 May)
F13 (0835–1209 UTC 15 May)
F14 (0823–1154 UTC 16 May)
F15 (1559–1833 UTC 16 May)
F16 (1927–2220 UTC 18 May)
F17 (1419–1727 UTC 19 May)
F18 (0914–1244 UTC 23 May)
F19 (1523–1859 UTC 23 May)
F20 (0851–1208 UTC 24 May)
F21 (1907–2240 UTC 25 May)
F22 (0833–1159 UTC 26 May)
F23 (1310–1551 UTC 26 May)
F24 (0827–1206 UTC 27 May)
F25 (1925–2253 UTC 28 May)
F26 (0847–1206 UTC 29 May)

—
—
—
3.9
1.0
2.9
2.2
—
—
3.1
3.6
—
3.7
3.2
3.0
2.3
3.1

—
1.3
0.4
3.1
3.3
2.1
2.5
2.3
2.6
1.8
3.2
2.6
3.1
1.4
3.4
1.9
2.6

2.1
0.7
—
2.1
—
—
1.5
1.9
—
2.3
2.7
2.6
3.5
2.4
—
1.5
3.0

Continental
Continental
Coastal
Oceanic
Oceanic
Continental
Oceanic
Oceanic
Oceanic
Oceanic
Oceanic
Continental
Oceanic
Oceanic
Oceanic
Continental
Coastal

1815 UTC 10 May
1715 UTC 12 May
0715 UTC 14 May
0215 UTC 15 May
0145 UTC 16 May

0045 UTC 11 May
1115 UTC 13 May
1915 UTC 14 May
2115 UTC 15 May
1915 UTC 17 May

6.5
18
12
19
41.5

0345 UTC 18 May
0145 UTC 19 May
0245 UTC 23 May

0215 UTC 19 May
2215 UTC 20 May
2245 UTC 23 May

22.5
44.5
20

2245 UTC 23 May
1445 UTC 25 May
2115 UTC 25 May

1545 UTC 24 May
1415 UTC 26 May
0615 UTC 27 May

17
23.5
33

0515 UTC 27 May
1215 UTC 28 May
2245 UTC 28 May

2345 UTC 27 May
0715 UTC 29 May
2115 UTC 29 May

18.5
19
22.5

of Cayenne, French Guiana, to investigate how the distributions of IWC, Nt, and mass median diameters (MMD) vary
with environmental conditions such as temperature (T), vertical velocity (w), underlying surface characteristics, the distance away from the peak of the convective core (L), the age of
the convective system, and the brightness temperature difference between two channels of 6.8 and 10.8 mm (BTD6.8–10.8mm)
that is correlated with the strength of convection system (e.g.,
Wu et al. 2016). Further, the dependence of MMD on IWC and
the relationship between Nt and IWC as a function of these
conditions are examined. The microphysical properties of the
HIWC regions are also contrasted with observations obtained
in regions without HIWCs. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 describes the HAIC-HIWC dataset and
methodology used to process the data. An example of a HIWC
event is presented in section 3. Investigations of how the statistical
distributions of MMD, IWC, and Nt vary with environmental
conditions are shown in section 4. Section 5 summarizes the results
and offers directions for future research.

detection algorithms of HIWC. Only the in situ data acquired using the Falcon 20 are analyzed in this study to avoid
any complications with different calibrations, probe functionally or processing algorithms that may affect the comparison of
microphysical properties (McFarquhar et al. 2017). Comparing
data from the same probe in different conditions is the most
robust way to detect subtle differences in cloud properties.
Seventeen research flights, designated F10 through F26 were
performed with the French Falcon 20 and are summarized in
Table 1. The cloud measurements are sorted into three temperature levels: 2108, 2308, and 2458C as the flight strategies
were mainly designed to acquire statistics on HIWCs at these
altitudes. Three types of convective systems were sampled
during HAIC-HIWC: two flights (F12, F26) sampled coastal
convective systems; five flights (F10, F11, F15, F21, F25)
sampled continental convective systems; and ten flights (F13,
F14, F16, F17, F18, F19, F20, F22, F23, F24) sampled oceanic
convective systems. The classification of these systems is defined according to the surface underlying the aircraft at the
time of sampling.

2. Dataset and methodology

a. Airborne instrumentation

The second HAIC-HIWC flight campaign was based out of
Cayenne (French Guiana) during 9–25 May 2015. Three
aircraft were used: 1) the French Falcon 20, equipped with
in situ cloud probes, flew in convective systems at varying
temperatures; 2) the National Research Council (NRC)
Canadian Convair 580, equipped with in situ cloud probes
and the NRC Airborne W- and X-band (NAWX) Doppler
dual-polarization radars (Wolde and Pazmany 2005; Nguyen
et al. 2019), flew mainly at a temperature level of 2108C; and
3) the Honeywell B757, flew outside of clouds at the altitudes
the Falcon 20 was flying to evaluate new pilot radar

The in situ instruments mounted on the Falcon 20 include a
cloud droplet probe version 2 (CDP-2), which nominally
measures the PSDs, of cloud droplets between 2 and 50 mm
from forward scattering of laser light of 785 nm wavelength
(Lance et al. 2010), a 2D stereo probe (2D-S) with 128 photodiodes and a photodiode resolution of 10 mm, and a precipitation imaging probe (PIP) with 64 photodiodes and a
photodiode resolution of 100 mm. The 2D-S and PIP nominally
measure hydrometers with sizes between 10–1280 and 100–
6400 mm, respectively, by measuring particle size and shape
from an array of photodiode detectors attached to fast
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TABLE 2. Number of 5-s samples acquired in different environmental conditions.
Flight temperature levels

FIG. 1. GOES-13 measured brightness temperature (BT10.8mm) at
1115:00 UTC 15 May 2015 with flight track of Falcon 20 overlaid
with black line for flight 13. The black dashed line shows the
temperature contour line at 235 K. Red circle indicates location
of Cayenne (4.748N, 52.58W), blue points indicate where IKP2
IWC . 1.5 g m23 and MMD , 400 mm between 2508 # T # 2408C,
magenta triangle and cyan asterisk (BT10.8mm 5 213.6 K) denote
location of aircraft and of MCS convective core at 1115:00 UTC,
respectively.

response electronics (Lawson et al. 2006; Baumgardner et al.
2011, 2017). All particle probes were equipped with antishattering tips to mitigate the effect of ice particle shattering on
measurements ( Korolev et al. 2013a). The primary measurement of TWC, which is the sum of the IWC and liquid water
content (LWC), was made with IKP2 specially designed for
this project for the high-TWC environmental conditions
(Davison et al. 2016; Strapp et al. 2016a). Secondary TWC
measurements from a Science Engineering Associates (SEA)
Robust hot wire TWC probe (Strapp et al. 2008; Grandin et al.
2014) provided backup and corroboration of IKP2 functionality. A Rosemount Icing Detector (Baumgardner and Rodi,
1989; Claffey et al. 1995; Cober et al. 2001), the CDP-2, and a
LWC probe from SEA were used in combination to identify
mixed-phase conditions and estimate LWC when at sufficient
levels. A multibeam 95-GHz Doppler cloud radar (RAdar
SysTem Airborne, RASTA) provided reflectivity and Doppler
velocity (Protat et al. 2009; Leroy et al. 2016a). Temperature
was measured by Rosemount 102 probe with an uncertainty of
618C. Vertical velocity was measured by Rosemount 858 fivehole pressure probe and transducers with an uncertainty of
60.3 m s21 (Hartmann et al. 2018; Strapp et al. 2020). These
two probes were installed on the French Falcon 20 and operated by the Service des Avions Francais Instrumentes pour la
Recherche en Environnement (SAFIRE).

b. Data processing
1) ICE WATER CONTENT
The IKP2, specifically developed to measure the high IWCs
expected during the HAIC-HIWC campaigns, was designed to
measure condensed water contents up to 10 g m23 at airspeeds
of 200 m s21 with an accuracy of at least 20% (Davison et al.

2158 to
258C

2358 to
2258C

2508 to
2408C

Total

MCS types
Oceanic
Coastal
Continental

2619
290
450

3041
352
989

1751
904
1943

7411
1546
3382

Vertical motions
Updrafts
Stratiform
Downdrafts

146
3181
32

249
4024
109

214
4115
269

609
11 320
410

MCS age
,6 h
6–12 h
.12 h

120
1173
2066

733
2294
1355

1196
1334
2068

2049
4801
5489

Distance from convective
core
#50 km
50–100 km
100–200 km
.200 km

902
548
942
967

1493
1064
989
836

1293
1021
1434
850

3688
2633
3365
2653

BTD6.8–10.8mm
,23 K
23 to 21 K
.21 K
Total

302
1478
1579
3359

861
2474
1047
4382

535
2072
1991
4598

1698
6024
4617
12 339

2008, 2016; Strapp et al. 2016a). Its isokinetic flow control ensures that liquid and ice particles are sampled at near unit efficiency without significant ice mass loss that is associated with
bulk TWC hot-wire probes. TWC is estimated as the difference
between the evaporated condensed water and background
humidity. By subtracting the best estimate of humidity, assumed to be ice saturation to follow the method of Strapp et al.
(2016a), data were generated for 5-s centered averages at 1-s
spacing. The TWC is identical to IWC in the absence of liquid
water, whose presence is inferred from a Rosemount icing
detector (Baumgardner and Rodi 1989). Cloud segments
where the Rosemount icing detector frequency was decreasing
and was lower than 40 kHz (Mazin et al. 2001) or Nt detected by
CDP-2 larger than 10 cm23 (Lance et al. 2010; Ding et al. 2020)
identified the presence of LWC and occurred only 0.81% of the
time. These data were removed from subsequent analysis to
focus only on ice-phase conditions. To remove tenous clouds
and consistent with the focus on HIWC clouds, only data with
IWC $ 0.1 g m23 were used here. Maximum IWCs obtained by
the IKP2 in Cayenne at different temperature levels for each
flight are listed in Table 1.

2) PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS
Composite PSDs were derived from the 2D-S and PIP data,
covering particle maximum dimensions (Dmax) from 55 to
12 845 mm at 10-mm resolution and representing 5-s averages
(Leroy et al. 2017). The 5-s average represents a trade-off
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FIG. 2. Time series of (a) temperature at flight altitude (red line), distance away from convective core (blue line,
times when aircraft flew out of MCS not shown), (b) W-band radar reflectivity from the multibeam 95-GHz
Doppler cloud radar mounted on Falcon 20, (c) IWC from IKP2 (red line) and MMD (blue line), (d) vertical
velocity (w), (e) Rosemount icing detector frequency (blue line) with threshold of 40 kHz indicating presence of
supercooled liquid water (red line), (f) total number concentration (Nt) with diameter between 2.5 and 50 mm
measured by CDP-2 (blue line) and threshold of 10 cm23 corresponding to liquid water (red line), and (g) Nt from
composite 2D-S (Dmax . 55 mm) and PIP size distribution for the 0924:44–1136:59 UTC 15 May 2015 flight leg.
Shaded gray boxes represent locations of Rosemount icing detector frequency less than 40 kHz; shaded cyan boxes
indicated Nt measured by CDP-2 larger than 10 cm23.

between large numbers of particles for statistically significant
sampling and fine resolution to resolve small-scale features of
clouds (McFarquhar et al. 2007b). The best estimates of PSDs
obtained using processing algorithms of Environment and
Climate Change Canada and of the Université Blaise Pascal
compared well against PSD generated using the University
of Illinois/Oklahoma Optical Probe Processing Software

(McFarquhar et al. 2017) for two 3-min periods from HAICHIWC, suggesting uncertainties in the processing algorithms
were not affecting the derived PSDs. The processing algorithms assumed the sample area depended on the particle dimension along the photodiode array, included corrections for
out-of-focus particles (Korolev 2007), and treated partially
imaged particles following the approach of Heymsfield and
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FIG. 3. Normalized frequency of occurrence of IWC for updrafts, downdrafts and stratiform regions for temperature levels: (a) 2508 to
2408C, (d) 2358 to 2258C, and (g) 2158 to 258C. Red represents updrafts, green represents downdrafts, and blue represents stratiform
regions. Number of data points for each condition shown in legend. (b),(e),(h) Violin plots of IWC for updrafts, downdrafts, and stratiform
regions for each T. Top and bottom of the violin plot indicate maximum and minimum, respectively. Black boxplots show 5th, 25th, 50th
(white point), 75th, and 95th percentile of distribution. Horizontal black line indicates mean value. Width of shaded area represents
proportion of data located there. (c),(f),(i) As in (a), (d), and (g), but for MMD.

Parrish (1978). PSDs were generated as functions of Dmax, the
length along the photodiode array and Da. In this study, Dmax is
used to represent the particle dimension for easier comparison
with prior studies and model parameterizations. Contributions
from particles with Dmax , 55 mm are not included in the
analysis because of large uncertainties associated with a sizedependent and poorly defined sample area (Baumgardner and
Korolev 1997; Korolev et al. 1998), and the possible inclusion
of shattered artifacts not filtered by processing algorithms because of the higher airspeeds (Field et al. 2006; Korolev and
Field 2015). Previous studies have shown that PSDs from
such sizes are highly uncertain (e.g., Jackson et al. 2015;
McFarquhar et al. 2017). Data obtained by the CDP-2 are
not considered here because the interpretation of its measurements in ice clouds is highly uncertain (McFarquhar et al.
2007a). The IWC and vertical velocity data were sorted into 5-s
periods to match the integration period used for the PSD data.

3) MASS-SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Particle mass is not measured by the imaging probes. A
mass–dimensional (m–Dmax) relation was used to estimate
IWC from a PSD, where

m 5 aDbmax ,

(1)

with b varying in time according to measured crystal morphology following Leroy et al. (2016b, 2017), and a determined
by forcing agreement between the IWC measured by the IKP2
and that derived from the PSD. The IKP2 was mounted on the
left wing and PSD probes (2D-S and PIP) were mounted on the
right wing of French Falcon 20 (the sight direction is from a
vantage in front of and looking toward the plane; Strapp et al.
2020). The mean airspeed of the aircraft is 170 m s21 and IWCs
measured by IKP2 vary by about 0.7% in 1 s. The spatial scale
corresponding to 1 s (170 m) is much larger than the spatial
scale corresponding to the distance between the probes, thus
the uncertainty caused by the distance between the probes is
much less than 0.7%. Further, the same particles are not
sampled even if the probes are right next to each other. Thus,
this factor was not included when calculating MMD due to the
distance between probes is not a large source of uncertainty.
The values of a (median: 0.0038) and b (median: 2.05) in the
m–Dmax relation are similar to those derived from previous
studies, for example, a 5 0.0070 and b 5 2.2 for Heymsfield
et al. (2010), a 5 0.002 57 and b 5 2.0 for Cotton et al. (2013),
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FIG. 4. Normalized frequency of MMD for each IWC range for (a) updrafts, (b) downdrafts, (c) stratiform regions, and (d) all three
combined for temperatures between 2508 and 2408C. (e)–(h) As in (a)–(d), but for temperatures from 2358 to 2258C. (i)–(l) As in (a)–
(d), but for temperatures from 2158 to 258C. For each panel, the middle solid line indicates the 50th percentile, whereas the left and right
dashed lines represent 15th and 85th MMDs, respectively. The magenta dashed horizontal lines mean IWC 5 1.5 g m23. Numbers in
parentheses give number of sample data points.

a 5 0.0054 and b 5 2.05 for Fontaine et al. (2014), where Dmax
is in cm and a is in g cm2b. Detailed flow of calculation for
a and b is described by Leroy et al. (2016b) and Strapp et al.
(2020). MMD was derived as the dimension for which half the
mass is contained in smaller particles and half in larger particles to follow previous studies (e.g., Fridlind et al. 2015; Leroy
et al. 2017; Stanford et al. 2017; Strapp et al. 2020), and is
represented numerically as follows:
ð MMD
0

aDbmax N(Dmax ) dDmax

5

ð‘
MMD

aDbmax N(Dmax ) dDmax

1
5 IWC.
2

(2)

Besides the influence of the m–Dmax relationship, MMD is
mainly controlled by the PSDs themselves. Sensitivity studies
demonstrate that MMD is relatively insensitive to even very
large increases in the concentrations of the smallest particle
sizes (e.g., Da , 50 mm) (Leroy et al. 2017). The omission of
particles with Dmax , 55 mm changed the calculated MMD by
0.76% on average compared to including these points. The

mean absolute differences between the MMDs computed from
different size definitions (Dmax, the area equivalent diameter,
the length along the photodiode array, and the mean chord
length) vary between 30 and 50 mm (Leroy et al. 2016b). The
MMD gives a good indication of whether or not the PSDs are
dominated by small ice crystals.

4) SATELLITE IMAGE DATA
GOES-13 data are used to identify individual convective systems, and to determine the location of the aircraft within each MCS
(e.g., the distance away from a convective core), and the age of the
convective system. The GOES-13 data at spectral channels of 6.8
and 10.8 mm with a temporal resolution of 30 min are used here.
The spatial resolution is about 4 km and the data are available over
the domain of (08–108N, 458–608W) where the aircraft flew during
the Cayenne campaign (https://doi.org/10.5065/D6NC5ZX6).

c. Methodology
1) METHOD OF IDENTIFYING MCS AND AGE OF MCS
The brightness temperature (BT) threshold used to define
points inside MCSs has varied substantially in prior studies,
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FIG. 5. Normalized two-dimensional frequency distributions of Nt and IWC for (a) updrafts, (b) downdrafts, (c) stratiform regions, and
(d) all three combined for temperatures from 2508 to 2408C. (e)–(h) As in (a)–(d), but for temperatures from 2358 to 2258C. (i)–(l) As in
(a)–(d), but for temperatures from 2158 to 258C. For each panel, black line gives best fit. Slope of fit line, coefficient of determination R2,
and significance level (a) are shown. Numbers in parentheses represent number of sample data points.

ranging from 208 to 258 K (e.g., Hodges and Thorncroft 1997;
Machado et al. 1998; Ai et al. 2016; Rafati and Karimi 2017).
Arkin and Meisner (1987) found that cloud tops with BT ,
235 K were associated with tropical rainfall so that a threshold
of 235 K has since been used to identify points contained within
MCSs (Laurent et al. 2002; Vila et al. 2008). For this study,
convective cloud candidates were first determined according to
the definition of an MCS, which is defined to occur when the
major axis of an area with the BT of the 10.8-mm channel
(BT10.8mm) , 235 K is longer than 100 km (Kolios and Feidas
2010; Chen et al. 2018). As the resolution of GOES-13 is about
4 km, this means the number of pixels along the major axis of
the MCS identified area should be larger than 25. The function
‘‘boundaries’’ in MATLAB (Gonzalez et al. 2004) was used to
identify each MCS and connection needs to satisfy the condition that eight pixels are connected. If an identified region with
temperature below 235 K is peanut shaped with a very thin
connection at the middle, it still satisfies this standard, and the
major axis would be the full length of the peanut regardless of

how narrow the connection is. Second, the time of MCS formation was defined as the time when at least one pixel of
BT10.8mm became smaller than 235 K, determined by examining
the trajectory of the convective clouds’ previous development
visually. Third, the time of dissipation was defined as the time
when BT10.8mm of all points in the system became greater than
235 K by examining the trajectory of the convective clouds’
subsequent development visually. At the initial time and time
of dissipation, the principal axes of the MCS does not need to
be greater than 100 km. All MCSs in this study are confined to
the region (08–108N, 458–608W). The period from the initial
time to the dissipating time is defined as the total lifetime of the
convective system and the age of MCS can be calculated by
using the actual time of the observation minus the initial time.
Fourteen convective systems were identified for times corresponding to Falcon 20 observations and their properties are
summarized in Table 1. The average lifetime of the 14 MCSs
sampled was 22.6 h and the average age of the systems sampled
was 10.6 h.
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 3, but for MCSs over different surfaces (oceanic, coastal, and continental) rather than for updrafts, downdrafts, and
stratiform regions.

2) CALCULATION OF THE DISTANCE TO
CONVECTIVE CORE

After determining the formation time and trajectory of the
MCSs identified, the distance between the convective core and
aircraft (L) was calculated. The method to determine L can be
split into two steps. First, the coldest points of the MCS were
identified by an algorithm. However, there could be many coldest
points in different areas of a single MCS because a MCS can have
multiple cores. In this case, the nearest and coldest point was
defined as the convective core and used to calculate L. By analyzing the distributions of L and comparing with estimated L
through scale on a map visually, the uncertainty of calculated L by
algorithm is about 50 km in this study. Figure 1 shows an MCS
identified at 1115:00 UTC 15 May 2015, with the magenta triangle
representing the location of aircraft and the cyan asterisk with
BT10.8mm of 213.6 K, denoting the convective core of the MCS.
Following Chopde and Nichat (2013), the distance between the
convective core and aircraft (L) was calculated as
L 5 2(R 1 H) sin21
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ



ﬃ
2 f2 2 f1
2 u2 2 u1
1 cos(f1 ) cos(f2 ) sin
,
3 sin
2
2

(3)

where R is the radius of Earth assumed to be 6371 km, H is the
height of aircraft above the sea level, and f2 and f1 represent

the longitude of the convective core and aircraft, respectively.
u2 and u1 are the latitude of the convective core and aircraft,
respectively. The temporal resolution of the GOES-13 data are
30 min whereas the aircraft data are averaged to 5-s resolution.
The in situ data are matched to the GOES-13 data corresponding to the closest time so that the maximum time offset is
15 min. A total of 12 339 data points representing about 17.1 h
of data in different environmental conditions within organized
MCSs as summarized in Table 2.

3) BTD6:8–10:8mm
Images of the infrared window at 10.8 mm are commonly
used to derive motion vectors of cloudy areas in the troposphere (Nieman et al. 1997). Images of the water vapor channel
at 6.7 mm are also used to determine upper troposphere motions in both cloudy and cloud-free environments (Velden et al.
1997). BTD6.8–10.8mm can be used to identify deep convective
clouds because it takes large negative values for low-level
clouds and its magnitude (absolute value) often decreases with
rising cloud-top height, tending to zero near the tropopause
(Donovan et al. 2008). By analyzing satellite observations and
radiative transfer simulations, previous studies have found that
BTD6.8–10.8mm can be positive when convective clouds penetrate the tropopause (Fritz and Laszlo 1993; Ackerman 1996;
Levizzani and Setvák 1996; Wu et al. 2016), so the value of
BTD6.8–10.8mm can represent the strength of convection. The
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 4, but for MCSs over different surfaces (oceanic, coastal, and continental) rather than for updrafts, downdrafts, and
stratiform regions.

strength of convection can vary for different regions even in the
same convective system, and microphysical processes may vary
with local convective strength. Muhlbauer et al. (2014) investigated the relationship between cirrus microphysics and largescale meteorology, finding that almost half of the cirrus cloud
occurrences during the Department of Energy Small Particles
in Cirrus (SPARTICUS) field campaign occurred in three
distinct synoptic conditions, namely, upper-level ridges, midlatitude cyclones with frontal systems, and subtropical flows.
The strength of convection varied for these systems. Thus, the
value of BTD6.8–10.8mm at the aircraft location was used as a
measured of the local convection intensity, and to investigate
the effect of convective intensity on ice crystal properties.

d. Classification of meteorological conditions
To understand controls of the ice crystal properties in MCSs
(IWC, Nt, and MMD) and to identify when HIWC conditions
occur, each measurement was classified according to several
different meteorological conditions as follows: 1) The temperature (T) was divided into three levels (2158 # T # 258C;
2358 # T # 2258C; 2508 # T # 2408C) with most of the data

concentrated on the temperatures of the constant altitude legs
of 2108, 2308, and 2458C; 2) Three kinds of cloud vertical
motions, updrafts, downdrafts, and stratiform regions, were
considered. A convective updraft was defined as any 5-s period
when w . 1 m s21 was sustained for at least four consecutive
seconds, and a downdraft was defined as any 5-s period when
w , 21 m s21 was sustained for at least four consecutive seconds (Jorgensen et al. 1985; McFarquhar and Black 2004;
Murphy et al. 2017). A stratiform (i.e., 21 # w # 1 m s21) region was a period that had neither an updraft nor a downdraft
present at the time of the observations. 3) The MCSs were
separated into three groups according to whether the convection was over the ocean, coastline, or land (oceanic, coastal,
and continental MCS). 4) The distance between the aircraft
and the convective core of MCS (L) determined whether the
observations were collected near the convective core or at the
edge of the convective system (L # 50 km, 50 , L # 100 km,
100 , L # 200 km, L . 200 km). 5) The MCS age was sorted
into three groups (,6, 6–12, .12 h) to investigate observations
at different stages of MCS. 6) The brightness temperature
difference (BTD6.8–10.8mm), which gives a measure of the
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FIG. 8. As in Fig. 5, but for MCSs over different surfaces (oceanic, coastal, and continental) rather than for updrafts, downdrafts, and
stratiform regions.

strength of local convection (Levizzani and Setvák 1996; Wu
et al. 2016), was divided into three groups (BTD6.8–10.8mm ,
23 K, 23 to 21 K, . 21 K). Different criteria for segregating
according to L (e.g., intervals: 25, 100, and 200 km), MCS age
(e.g., intervals: 3 and 5 h), and BTD6.8–10.8mm (e.g., intervals: 2,
3, and 5 K) were tested, and the results showed that variation of
classification threshold had little effect on the conclusions
reached on how the properties varied with environmental
conditions. Table 2 lists the number of 5-s samples that are
available for each of these environmental conditions.

3. Case study: 15 May 2015
Figure 2 shows a time series of the microphysical properties
measured by probes on the French Falcon 20 between 0924:44
and 1136:59 UTC 15 May 2015 during F13. The Falcon 20 flew
at three constant temperature levels within the organized MCS
as shown in the top panel (Fig. 2a), along with the distance
between the aircraft and the convective core. Times segments
when the Rosemount icing detector frequency was decreasing
and was lower than 40 kHz and Nt measured by the CDP-2 was
larger than 10 cm23 are shaded by gray and cyan, respectively,

and represent data assumed to be collected in clouds with
liquid present. The LWC frequency was 0.64% for this event.
This analysis focuses on three time periods. Period 1, marked
by the black rectangle between 0929:39 and 0945:29 UTC in
Fig. 2c, shows a negative correlation coefficient of 20.76
(Pearson method, p value: 10236) between IWC and MMD,
with MMD between 400 and 800 mm when IWC . 1.5 g m23.
The decrease of MMD with increasing IWC is consistent with
the majority of cases during the Darwin campaign (Leroy et al.
2017), and shows these HIWC regions are mainly associated
with small particles. On the other hand, MMD reached about
2000 mm when IWC decreases to 0.5 g m23 at around 0943
UTC. Another period of HIWC was sampled at a lower temperature level from 2508 # T # 2408C. This HIWC event
corresponds to measurements near the convective core as
shown in period 2 marked by a blue rectangle between 1101:04
and 1111:04 UTC. This period is illustrated by the blue points
that represent data with IWC . 1.5 g m23 and MMD , 400 mm
(Fig. 1). These data were obtained in a region with BT10.8mm ,
235 K, which was near the peak of convection (marked by a
cyan asterisk with BT10.8mm 5 213.6 K), showing that processes
within the convective core of this MCS were favorable for the
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FIG. 9. As in Fig. 3, but for MCSs sorted by distance of measurement from convective core (L # 50 km, 50 , L # 100 km, 100 , L #
200 km, L . 200 km) rather than for updrafts, downdrafts, and stratiform regions.

generation of HIWC with small ice crystals. There are also time
periods when small MMD occur in a region with IWC ,
0.5 g m23 as seen in period 3 marked by the green rectangle
between 1118:04 and 1126:04 UTC in Fig. 2c. This region
exhibits a weak positive correlation coefficient of 0.29 (Pearson
method, p value: 0.016) between IWC and MMD, and shows
that MMD can reach around 400 mm even when IWC ,
0.5 g m23. In general, for the times with HIWCs, there are large
Nt (Fig. 2g), indicating a positive correlation between IWC and
Nt. However, the relationship between Nt and IWC varies for
different T. The HIWC regions typically occur for large updrafts
and downdrafts as displayed in Fig. 2d, similar to simulation
results of Franklin et al. (2016) and Stanford et al. (2017), and to
the observations of McFarquhar and Black (2004) and Mascio
et al. (2020) that showed the PSD shape was influenced by w.
To summarize the findings from this case, the correlation
between IWC and MMD was negative in the region with
IWC . 1.5 g m23, whereas there was a positive correlation when
IWC , 0.5 g m23. The convective core of the MCS was favorable
for the generation of HIWC regions with small ice crystals.
Other case studies were examined and showed similar results.

4. Statistical analysis on controls of HIWC regions
To better investigate where HIWC regions are likely to occur and to better investigate how environmental conditions

control the microphysical properties of these regions, a statistical analysis of all data (12 339 points, ;17.1 h) obtained by
Falcon 20 during the Cayenne campaign was conducted. The
conditions sampled during the 17 flights of the Cayenne HAICHIWC campaign are summarized in Table 1, including information on the IWC measured by IKP2 as a function of the
temperature at flight level, the underlying surface conditions,
and the initial and dissipation times of the MCS sampled. The
data are separated into different groups according to temperature, vertical motion, underlying surface, distance away from
the convective core, system age, and BTD6.8–10.8mm as discussed
in section 2. Table 2 shows the number of 5-s measurements
that were obtained under each of these conditions.

a. Vertical velocity
In this section, distributions of IWC, MMD and Nt for different vertical motions (i.e., convective updrafts, downdrafts,
and stratiform regions) are compared. Figures 3a, 3d, and 3g
show the normalized frequency of occurrence of IWC for the
three vertical motions as a function of T. The fractional frequency of occurrence of HIWC conditions, namely times when
IWC . 1.5 g m23, is greater for updrafts than for downdrafts
and stratiform regions. The frequency of HIWC points also
decreases with decreasing T, with almost all (96.4%) IWCs
measured in stratiform regions at 2508 # T # 2408C less than
1.5 g m23. Figures 3b, 3e, and 3h show the minimum, 5th, 25th,
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FIG. 10. As in Fig. 4, but for MCSs sorted by distance of measurement from convective core (L # 50 km, 50 , L # 100 km, 100 , L #
200 km, L . 200 km) rather than for updrafts, downdrafts, and stratiform regions.

50th, 75th, 95th, maximum, and mean IWCs for data obtained
within the three vertical motions for different T. The violin
plots give further information about the distribution of parameters. These plots again show that the IWC obtained in
updrafts is larger than in downdrafts or stratiform regions.
Almost 95% of IWCs obtained in updrafts are larger than
1.0 g m23 for 2158 # T # 258C, with the mean IWC larger than
1.0 g m23 for all three T. Inferences about the physical processes occurring in the convection can be made from these
findings. For example, this shows that the convective updrafts
are the main source of the high IWCs. The IWCs in the stratiform regions are smaller than in updrafts or downdrafts. The
MMD for the three cloud types shown in Figs. 3c, 3f, and 3i
show that the MMD in updrafts are smaller than those in
downdrafts and stratiform regions for T $ 2158C. The fact that
the IWCs are very large in updrafts means that a lot of small ice
crystals must be present in the updrafts and thus are being
generated there by heterogeneous nucleation. On the other
hand, there is no significant difference in MMD for the three
vertical motions when T # 2258C, with the difference in MMD
between downdrafts and stratiform regions not passing the 5%
significance level (figures not shown).
The normalized frequency of MMD for each IWC range for
convective updrafts, downdrafts and stratiform regions is

shown in Fig. 4. The majority of MMD range from 400 to
1800 mm for 2158 # T # 258C (Fig. 4l), 200 to 800 mm
for 2358 # T # 2258C (Fig. 4h), and 150 to 600 mm for 2508 #
T # 2408C (Fig. 4d). The ranges of MMD decrease sharply
with decreasing T, consistent with the results of Leroy et al.
(2016a) for the Cayenne campaign. The increase of MMD with
increasing T is consistent with growth by aggregation and
sedimentation of larger particles to lower altitudes. Further,
the analysis is consistent with the sublimation of small ice
crystals in subsaturated environments, keeping the concentration of ice crystals with Dmax , 100 mm relatively low
(Korolev et al. 2011, 2013b). The MMD increased with IWC
when IWC , 0.5 g m23 and IWC . 2.4 g m23 at all three T,
consistent with period 3 shown in Fig. 2. However, the MMD
decreased sharply with IWC for 0.5 , IWC # 2.4 g m23
at 2158 # T # 258C (Fig. 4l) and slightly when T , 2158C. In
general, IWC was positively correlated with MMD for stratiform regions when IWC , 0.5 g m23. In the convective updrafts the mean MMD of the updraft regions stayed around
500 mm for all three T, probably because the convective environment is more favorable for the generation of small ice
crystals through heterogeneous or homogeneous nucleation.
Further, particle collisions are more frequent given the higher
Nt, suggesting many small ice crystals could be produced by
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FIG. 11. As in Fig. 5, but for MCSs sorted by distance from convective core (L # 50 km, 50 , L # 100 km, 100 , L # 200 km, L . 200 km)
rather than for updrafts, downdrafts, and stratiform regions.

secondary ice production processes (Korolev et al. 2020),
perhaps for time periods when large supercooled drops are
present.
Normalized two-dimensional frequency distributions of Nt
and IWC for updrafts, downdrafts and stratiform regions are
shown in Fig. 5. The relative uncertainty of Nt is typically
around 50% and the maximum value Nt is about 2000 L21 in
this study. This value is smaller than the Nt reported by
Fontaine et al. (2017), who found that most Nt for ice crystal
diameters between 15 and 12 845 mm are less than 104 L21 and
sometimes on the order of 105 L21 for data obtained from the
Darwin HAIC/HIWC field campaign. The differences occur
because Fontaine et al. (2017) included the concentrations of
small crystals (,55 mm) in the calculation of Nt, but the current
study does not because particles in this size range have large
but highly uncertain concentrations due to a small and poorly
defined depth of field for such small particles (Korolev et al.
1998). The slope of the best fit line between IWC and Nt and R2
increases with decreasing T. The Nt at the lower T are always
larger than those at a higher T for the same IWC, meaning the
relationship between Nt and T is negative. This is similar to
the findings of Heymsfield et al. (2013) who noted the trend
was a result of ice aggregation at lower altitude, and consistent
with an increase of activity of ice nucleating particles with

decreasing T (e.g., Fletcher 2011; Cooper 1986; Meyers et al.
1992; DeMott et al. 2010). On the other hand, Krämer et al.
(2009) found a positive correlation between Nt and T. The Nt
increase with IWC when IWC , 2.4 g m23, and decrease with
IWC when IWC . 2.4 g m23 at 2158 # T # 258C, is consistent
with Fig. 4l and the presence of abundant small crystals in
HIWC conditions. For the same IWC, Nt (updraft) . Nt
(downdraft) . Nt (stratiform) when T . 2358C, with a similar
slope for 2508 # T # 2408C. In general, there are significant
differences between the updrafts and the other two regions,
and less substantial differences between downdrafts and
stratiform regions (figures not shown).

b. Surface characteristics beneath MCSs
Similar tests were conducted to determine whether the
surfaces over which the aircraft flew were correlated with the
microphysical distributions. The MCSs were divided into
oceanic, coastal, and continental MCSs according to the underlying surface over which the flights occurred regardless of
where the MCS originally formed. Figure 6 shows that IWCs in
oceanic and coastal convective systems were usually greater
than those in continental systems when 2158 # T # 258C, as
for example, 66.2% of points within coastal MCSs had IWCs
larger than 1.0 g m23. But, IWCs in continental MCSs were
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FIG. 12. As in Fig. 3, but for MCSs sorted by age (,6, 6–12, and .12 h) rather than for updrafts, downdrafts, and stratiform regions.

greater than for the other two surface characteristics at 2508 #
T # 2408C. The mean MMD in continental MCSs is the
greatest, while the MMD in oceanic MCSs is the smallest
at 2158 # T # 258C. The two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test method with a 5% significance level was applied in this
study and there is not a significant difference in MMD when
T # 2258C for the different surface types. But, in general,
the mean MMD decreases with decreasing T for the three
surface conditions beneath MCSs. Figure 7 shows the normalized frequency of MMD for each IWC range for the
different surfaces at three T. The MMD increase with IWC
from 0.1 to 0.5 g m23 for oceanic and continental MCSs
when 2158 # T # 258C, but decrease sharply with IWC
at the same T for coastal MCSs. MMD all increase with
IWC from 0.1 to 0.5 g m23 for three kinds of MCSs when
T # 2258C.
Normalized two-dimensional frequency distributions of Nt
and IWC for the three types of surfaces are shown in Fig. 8. The
slopes of the best fit lines all increase with decreasing T. For the
same IWC, Nt (oceanic) . Nt (coastal) . Nt (continental) when
T $ 2358C, while Nt (coastal) , Nt (oceanic) , Nt (continental)
when 2508 # T # 2408C. The value of Nt does not change with
IWC in a statistically significant fashion for continental systems
when 2158 # T # 258C. The slope of the fit line for the continental MCSs changes most with decreasing T, with the positive
correlation between Nt and IWC becoming particularly
significant (significance level a 5 0.01) at 2508 # T # 2408C.

This means more small ice crystals are found in continental
MCSs at the lower temperature levels, consistent with the
convective available potential energy (CAPE) being greater
over the mainland (;1386.4 J kg21) than over the ocean
(;927.3 J kg21). The greater number of small crystals at the
higher temperatures in the oceanic systems may be associated with the fact that convection is typically weaker over
the oceans than over the continents (e.g., Lucas et al. 1994;
Zipser et al. 2006; Matsui et al. 2016) so that they are not
transported as far upward. Differences in storm intensity
and proximity to the convective core could have minimized
the differences of distributions of IWC and MMD with respect to the variation with surface type (e.g., continent
and ocean).

c. Distances away from the convective core
Lawson et al. (2010) found that IWCs in tropical anvil cirrus
decrease with increasing distance away from the convection.
Yost et al. (2018) also found that IWCs decrease as the distance
away from overshooting tops increases. McFarquhar and
Heymsfield (1996) found similar trends for three oceanic MCSs
sampled. However, most of these studies were limited to distances approximately 100 km away from convective cores.
In this section, the dependence of the microphysical properties with distance from the convective core as a function of
T is analyzed by categorizing the data according to the distance between the aircraft and convective core, L, into four
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FIG. 13. As in Fig. 4, but for MCSs sorted by age (,6, 6–12, and .12 h) rather than for updrafts, downdrafts, and stratiform regions.

groups: L # 50 km, 50 , L # 100 km, 100 , L # 200 km, and
L . 200 km.
The mean IWC decreases with increasing L at 2508 #
T # 2408C in Fig. 9b, consistent with the analysis of period 2 in
Fig. 2. But different trends can be noted at the higher T, similar
to the analysis of IWCs shown in Korolev et al. (2018). These
results emphasize that the level must be accounted for when
analyzing trends of IWC with L, something that was not accounted for in some previous studies. The MMD near the
convective core are smaller than those further from the convective core at 2158 # T # 258C, with a less significant difference when T # 2258C. Figure 10 shows the normalized
frequency of MMD for each IWC range for different L at three
T. At 2158 # T # 258C, the MMD increase with increasing
IWC from 0.1 to 0.5 g m23, and then decrease with increasing
IWC when IWC . 0.5 g m23 for the regions with L # 100 km
and L . 200 km. However, the median MMD for 100 , L #
200 km stays between 800 and 1200 mm even when larger
changes of IWC are noted. Thus, at 2158 # T # 258C, the
MMD obtained for 100 , L # 200 km are greater than for the
other three regions for the same IWC when IWC .
0.5 g m23, perhaps because the environmental conditions

within this region favor aggregation and sedimentation. In
addition, as L increases the small-scale dynamical activity in
the ice clouds (e.g., Lilly 1988) will play an increasingly
important role in determining both IWC and MMD so that
their distributions are less tied to the properties of the
convection. Overall, IWC measured near the convective
core is greater than those regions away from the convective
core, due to spreading of the anvil, sublimation or aggregation of the smaller particles, and sedimentation of the
larger particles.
Normalized two-dimensional frequency distributions of Nt
and IWC under different L are shown in Fig. 11. The slopes of
the fit lines increase with decreasing T for different L. The
slope of the fit line is the smallest (79.6 g21 m3 L21) for 100 ,
L # 200 km at 2158 # T # 258C, corresponding to the median
of MMD staying around 1000 mm even when IWCs change as
shown in Fig. 10k. This may mean ice crystals experience aggregation and sedimentation in this region to a greater extent
than compared to other L regions at 2158 # T # 258C, or
alternatively, in situ growth mechanisms due to internal dynamics may also be of importance. The role of ice particles
generated in the convective core being transported and falling
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FIG. 14. As in Fig. 5, but for MCSs sorted by age (,6, 6–12, and .12 h) rather than for updrafts, downdrafts, and stratiform regions.

into this region because of advection of particles caused by
horizontal wind effect must also be taken into account.

d. MCS age
Lawson et al. (2010) found that IWCs in tropical anvil cirrus
decrease with the age of the anvil. The impact of the MCS age
on the distributions of IWCs and MMD is shown in Fig. 12. The
IWC in the 6–12 h age is usually greater than in the ,6 h
and .12 h age when T . 2358C. This is consistent with the 6–
12 h stage being in the developing or mature stage after ice has
started being injected into the anvil (Leary and Houze 1980),
with many ice crystals being created and growing by aggregation. It is also noted that IWCs decrease with the increasing
system age at 2508 # T # 2408C most likely because the
crystals are falling out from the higher levels of the anvil. The
IWC in the .12 h age is the smallest, consistent with sublimation and a weakening and dissipation of MCSs not being
conducive to the generation and growth of ice particles. The
scatter in the data is no doubt associated with variations in
the location of the measurements, variations in the intensity of
the convection, and likely varying amounts of growth due to
small-scale motions in the MCS. The mean MMD with ,6 h

age is smaller than those with MCS age .6 h when 2158 #
T # 258C, with no significant difference of MMD with MCS
age shown at T # 2258C. The smaller MMD for young MCSs is
consistent with the generation of new particles that have not
experienced appreciable growth with deposition, accretion, or
aggregation. Figure 13 shows the normalized frequency of
MMD for each IWC range for different MCS ages at three
T. The relationship between IWC and MMD is positive for
MCS age . 6 h when IWC , 0.5 g m23 at 2158 # T # 258C,
while the MMD decrease continually with IWC from about
1600 to 400 mm for MCSs age ,6 h at the same T. This is
consistent with HIWC regions in the younger MCSs being
dominated by small ice crystals nucleated within the active
convection and subsequently being injected into the anvil. It is
also noted that MMD for .12 h age is larger than age ,12 h for
the same IWC when IWC . 0.5 g m23 at 2158 # T # 258C.
Figure 14 shows normalized two-dimensional frequency
distributions of Nt and IWC as a function of MCS age. The
slopes of the fit lines increase with decreasing T for different
ages, especially it can increase from 155.7 g21 m3 L21 at 2158 #
T # 258C to 590.4 g21 m3 L21 at 2508 # T # 2408C in the
MCS age with 6–12 h. While the linear relationship does not
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FIG. 15. As in Fig. 3, but for MCSs sorted by BTD6.8–10.8mm (, 23 K, 23 to 21 K, . 21 K) rather than for updrafts, downdrafts, and
stratiform regions.

increase significantly with decreasing T for the MCS age .12 h,
the distribution of frequency for MCS ages .12 h at T # 2258C
shows two modes above and below the fit line, consistent with
the weak positive relationship between IWC and MMD shown
in Figs. 14c and 14f. Overall, for the same IWC, Nt among
different MCSs ages shows that Nt (,6 h) . Nt (6–12 h) . Nt
(.12 h) for three T, meaning more small ice crystals are found
in younger convective systems for the same IWCs, with numbers decreasing as the system ages consistent with the action of
aggregation or a smaller rate of injection of small crystals into
the anvil from active convection. Small-scale dynamical activity in the anvil cloud obfuscates some of these trends.

e. Effect of BTD6.8–10.8mm
The BTD6.8–10.8mm at the location of the aircraft can reflect
the local strength of convection as detected by GOES-13. In
this section, the BTD6.8–10.8mm were separated into three
groups (, 23 K, 23 to 21 K, and . 21 K) at each T to investigate the effects of local convection strength on the microphysical properties. Figure 15 shows IWCs and MMD
distributions for different BTD6.8–10.8mm at three T. The IWCs
increase with increasing BTD6.8–10.8mm for three T, indicating
stronger convection favors the generation of more mass of ice
crystals. However, MMD shows no significant difference with
BTD6.8–10.8mm at all three T. This could be associated with the
lifting of large amounts of hydrometeors to a high altitude in

regions of strong convection (Bouniol et al. 2016), with the
nucleation of more particles there. Figure 16 shows the normalized frequency of MMD for each IWC range as a function
of BTD6.8–10.8mm at three T. The trends of MMD with increasing IWC between different groups of BTD6.8–10.8mm are
not significantly different, showing the strength of the convection does not seem to affect the size of the crystals
generated.
Normalized two-dimensional frequency distributions of Nt
and IWC for different BTD6.8–10.8 mm are shown in Fig. 17. The
slopes of the fit lines all increase with decreasing T for different
BTD6.8–10.8 mm. For the same IWC, Nt among different groups
of BTD6.8–10.8 mm shows that Nt (, 23 K) . Nt (23 to 21 K) .
Nt (. 21 K) at 2508 # T #2408C, while the results are Nt (23
to 21 K) . Nt (. 21 K) . Nt (, 23 K) at 2358 # T # 2258C,
and no statistically significant difference is noted for three
groups at 2158 # T # 258C. Thus, there seem to be no clear
trends on how the strength of the convection affects the sizes of
the crystals.

5. Conclusions
The variation of distributions of microphysical parameters,
such as ice water content (IWC), total number concentrations
(Nt), and mass median diameter (MMD) with environmental
conditions was examined using data obtained during the
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FIG. 16. As in Fig. 4, but for MCSs sorted by BTD6.8–10.8mm (, 23 K, 23 to 21 K, . 21 K) rather than for updrafts, downdrafts, and
stratiform regions.

second HAIC-HIWC flight campaign conducted from 9 to
29 May 2015 out of Cayenne, French Guiana. Data were separated according to temperature (T, 2158 # T # 258C; 2358 #
T # 2258C; 2508 # T # 2408C), vertical velocity (updrafts,
downdrafts, and stratiform cloud regions), surface conditions
(oceanic, coastal and continental), distance away from the
convective core (L # 50 km, 50 , L # 100 km, 100 , L #
200 km, L . 200 km), MCS age (,6 h, 6–12 h, .12 h), and
convective strength (BTD6.8–10.8mm , 23 K, 23 to 21 K, .
21 K). A paired test was used to test for statistically significant
differences between distributions as functions of these environmental conditions. The difference of microphysical properties between the HIWC region was also contrasted against
those obtained in regions without HIWCs. The principal findings of this study are as follows:
1) T has highest correlation with IWC and MMD. High IWCs
are more likely to occur at higher T. MMD are mainly in the
range of 400–1800 mm for 2158 # T # 258C, 200–800 mm
for 2358 # T # 2258C, and 150–600 mm for 2508 #
T # 2408C, showing a sharp decrease with decreasing T.
The negative correlation between Nt and T noted is

consistent with ice particle growth by vapor deposition
and aggregation during descent in anvils.
2) At 2158 # T # 258C, MMD increase with increasing IWC
when IWC , 0.5 g m23, decrease when 0.5 g m23 , IWC ,
2.4 g m23, and are the smallest for IWC . 2.4 g m23 for
most environmental conditions (e.g., updrafts and downdrafts, coastal and continental MCS, MCS age ,12 h, and
BTD6.8–10.8mm , 23 K). This shows that the HIWC regions
are dominated by small ice crystals. There are some regions
with exceptions to these trends (e.g., MMD does not vary
significantly with IWC for 100 # L # 200 km, and MMD
increases with IWC for system age .12 h when T # 2258C).
The strength of dependence of the relationship between IWC
and MMD on environmental conditions decreases with
decreasing T.
3) The distributions of IWC are statistically correlated with
the strength of vertical velocity. HIWC regions usually
occur for large upward w or downward w. IWC in updrafts is
likely to be larger than in downdrafts and stratiform clouds
at all T, meaning the convective environment is more
favorable for the nucleation of small ice crystals.
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FIG. 17. As in Fig. 5, but for MCSs sorted by BTD6.8–10.8mm (, 23 K, 23 to 21 K, . 21 K) rather than for updrafts, downdrafts, and
stratiform regions.

4) More small ice crystals are found in continental MCSs at
lower T, consistent with the convection being more intense
over the mainland.
5) IWCs for MCS ages between 6 and 12 h at higher T are the
largest. Most MCSs with ages between 6 and 12 h are in the
mature stage, and hence there is significant outflow of fresh
particles to the surrounding regions. Ice crystals may experience more aggregation and deposition growth in older
MCSs with less outflow, explaining why MMD are larger in
older MCSs.
6) For 2508 # T # 2408C, IWC is highly correlated to
distance from the convective core, with IWC decreasing
with increasing L. HIWC regions can exist around the
convective core and the regions away from the convective
core for 2158 # T # 258C, consistent with the analysis of
Korolev et al. (2018).
7) IWCs increase with increasing BTD6.8–10.8mm at different T
whereas MMD show no significant differences for different
BTD6.8–10.8mm, meaning the more intense convection generates more ice, but does not necessarily affect the sizes of
the particles generated.

8) The strength of correlations between Nt and IWC all
increases with decreasing T for different environmental
conditions, and the dependence of Nt on IWC varies with
environmental conditions at the same T.
The findings presented here apply only to data collected in
the vicinity of Cayenne, French Guiana during HAIC-HIWC.
Future studies should concentrate on analysis of data collected
in more diverse geographic locations, and should seek to obtain
more data in updrafts and downdrafts where there are still little
data. Such data would permit better statistical analysis of how
the microphysical characteristics of HIWC clouds vary with a
range of environmental conditions to provide further insight
into the microphysical processes that occur in tropical ice
clouds. Model simulations evaluated with the HAIC-HIWC
data can also provide this insight because applying different
microphysical parameterizations in the model makes it possible to investigate the microphysical processes that are most
responsible for generating large amounts of small ice crystals
(e.g., Huang et al. 2021). Extending the analysis presented here
to retrievals of IWC from dual-polarization radar data (X and
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W bands) evaluated against in situ data acquired during the
project can also extend the amount of data available for the
analysis (Nguyen et al. 2019).
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